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Responsible Research & Innovation

- Science & technology can create risks & ethical dilemmas
- RRI seeks to bring R&I into the open, to anticipate consequences, & to involve society
- Societal actors, (e.g. researchers, citizens, policy makers, business, NGOs), work together during the R&I process to better align processes & outcomes with values, needs & expectations of society.
- Involve all stakeholders at all levels to minimize potential negative impact of R&I.

www.rri-tools.eu/about-rri
www.fit4rri.eu/project
The Project: Fostering Improved Training Tools for Responsible Research & Innovation

FIT4RRI identifies a **serious gap** between

- The potential role
- & The actual limited impact

**RRI** + **OS**

on RFP0s*

3 Years project duration

2017 Till early 2020

9 Countries

12 Partners
Objectives

The project acts on **2 key factors** to bridge the gap and activate institutional changes in RFPOs:

1. Training
2. Governance
Context & Approach

1. Understanding
   Analysis
   Trends, barriers, drivers, interests & values

2. Testing
   Observation
   RRI & OS in action through co-creation experiments

3. Promotion & Sharing
   Activity
   Training tools & guidelines for governance settings
Mapping & Benchmarking + Sectorial Analysis

Webinars

- [https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/node/2640](https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/node/2640)
- [https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/node/2685](https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/node/2685)

Critical trends shaping Science
Benchmarking report from the FIT4RRI project

Variability of RRI & Open Science
Training

Events & materials available at
www.fosteropenscience.eu

Upcoming events

Webinar "Use cases for institutional change towards responsible research & open science"
FIT4RRI

RRI & Open Science Trainer Bootcamp
FIT4RRI
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